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¿Qué
Pasa?
Understanding the Hispanic market.
By Joseph G. Albonetti

W

Brand Loyalty And Shopping Patterns

The Roslow study confirmed Hispanics are open to advertising and
consider it informational and believable, unlike many more skeptical nonHispanics. The study shows Spanish to be 40 percent more effective than
English at building brand awareness among Hispanics, five times more persuasive than English and 60 percent better at achieving comprehension
and recall for the advertised brand.
Hispanic festivals have become a huge way to sample products and
introduce brands. In 2004, MediaPost.com found seven of 10 Hispanics
respond they are likely to purchase products from companies with a visual
presence at Hispanic festivals and events, of which there are hundreds
each year all over the country.
In-store product sampling with bilingual demonstrators, bilingual merchandising materials and an offer of a premium or for multiple purchases
also work exceptionally well to boost trial. Hispanics like the human touch.
A report from Food Marketing Institute (FMI), Washington, DC, cites
four distinct Latino groups based on acculturation and adaptation to the
U.S. lifestyle and points clearly to the need not to treat them as a monolithic group in terms of shopping behaviors.
60 Percent of U.S. Latinos
Reside in 10 Metropolitan Markets

Chart courtesy of LatinoLandia USA, Inc.

hat if there were a largely untapped group of customers
who frequented groceries and supermarkets up to three
times as often as the average consumer? What if this
segment had large families — 3.5 consumers versus 2.6
for the average U.S. household? What if grocery spending for the group was 35 percent more than other shoppers? And what if
these consumers were drawn to everything fresh? That is exactly what deli
retailers have in the burgeoning U.S. Hispanic market.
With buying power surpassing the $675 billion dollar mark, according
to 2005 estimates from the Selig Center for Economic Growth at the University of Georgia, Athens, GA, this segment could be key to future deli
department growth. It behooves retailers to learn how to reach this potentially lucrative segment — the sooner the better.
Hispanics have brought not only their food preferences to influence
the nation’s palates but also their language. Major studies on language
usage, such as the 2000 Roslow Research Study, conducted by the Roslow
Research Group, Port Washington, NY, confirm that 63 percent of U.S.
Hispanics use Spanish at home more frequently than English, and another
14 percent use it equally. Experts believe Spanish is being retained and
spread because of the proximity of the Hispanic home countries, which
provide a constant influx of Spanish-dominant speakers.
Another key component reinforcing Spanish-language usage is the
strong and growing national Spanish-language media infrastructure. It provides the “critical mass” of support to the lifestyle and language of native
speakers in this highly urbanized segment. Spanish-language TV is in all
major markets, serving up a 24-hour mélange of sports, news, novelas
(soap operas), game and variety shows that reflect the new U.S. culture, as
well as the fare of the mother country.
According to Mediabuyerplanner.com, Spanish-language radio has
grown to over 690 stations nationally, even influencing Latinos living in
such unlikely places as Yakima, WA, and rural Arkansas, where communities of workers serve industries such as timber and poultry. Finally, the
Internet and dozens of Spanish-language weekly and daily newspapers
plus national magazines serve this growing group of consumers. The
result? Hispanics are learning English and their kids are becoming “American,” but the very definition of “American” is being changed forever. Bilingualism is here to stay, along with tacos and hot sauce.
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“Loyalists” are very brand conscious, plan
and adhere closely to a shopping list and want
to see bilingual signage and promotional materials and information. This has great implications
for deli. Since these Hispanics see name brands
as superior, retailers and manufacturers who flag
brand content at the deli counter with bilingual
signage will likely find it very helpful to sales. For
example, Kraft Foods heavily promotes its
brands to Latinos, so saying a sandwich is made
with Kraft Miracle Whip could be a real plus.
“Budgeters” spend the least because they
have a tight budget and must follow the shopping list closely. They buy bulk items and larger
sizes, so family packs of value- and store-brands
oriented to Hispanics could be successful. Family-sized salads or trays of luncheon meats preferred by Hispanics could be a draw to the deli
for those looking for more affordable portions.
A special for larger portions on a name brand
would also be a plus for all Latino buyers.
“Impulsives” make more spontaneous meal
decisions, compare brands and respond more
readily to coupons, promotions and sales.
“Inquirers” shop carefully, consume advertising for information and can be influenced by
coupons and promotions. This fits with longstanding experience that Hispanics tend to
read labels, crave Spanish-language materials
and respond exceptionally well to the personal
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appeal of live demonstrators offering premiums for pantryloading purchases
Hispanics are used
to having Mom make
sit-down meals of traditional dishes. In
April, HispanicBusiness.com reported the
Hispanic mom works
outside the home fullor part-time over 50
percent of the time.
Yet she is still expected
to provide healthful,
tasty meals at home.

What The Deli Can Do

The deli can successfully serve this market
because the deli is where prepared foods are
sold. Like most Americans, Hispanics also crave
convenience. And, since Hispanic foods are
among the fastest-growing ethnic cuisines,
preparing meal solutions to attract Latino consumers will also be a boon to sales among
mainstream deli patrons.
A key to stocking the right dishes is to know
a store’s customers since the Latino community
varies by area. In the East, Caribbeans and
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Q UESO C AMPESINO ...
The answer to your complete
Deli Hispanic “Queso” Program
Visit our web site: www.QuesoCampesino.com
Ph: 303-316-4251
See us at IDDBA Booth #3130
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South Americans dominate, with many Puerto
Ricans, Colombians and Cubans in New York
and New Jersey. Cubans, Nicaraguans, Venezuelans and Colombians populate Miami. The
Southwest and West population is predominately Mexican, but there are large numbers of
Central and South Americans as well. Chicago
has Hispanics from everywhere, even though
Mexicans are a strong sub segment.
In areas of high Hispanic population penetration, many Latino independent stores have
become established, leveraging the demand of
consumers looking for a shopping experience
more like that of their home countries. These
stores are prospering by serving the growing
Hispanic population with the flavors and foods
they want. Successful chains include Sedanos
Supermarket in South Florida, H. E. Butt and
Fiesta Mart in Texas, and Superior in Los Angeles. For these chains, bilingual store signage.
Spanish-language in-store circulars or advertising in Hispanic media was never an issue.
For traditional chains like Publix Super Markets Inc., based in Lakeland, FL, the move to
bilingual signage, advertising and merchandising was years in the making, despite head-on
competition for Hispanic consumers. Once it
made the move, Publix found Hispanics added
to the chain’s bottom line. In May 2005, Publix
began launching Hispanic-themed supermarkets named Publix Sabor (Publix Flavor/Taste).
Current advertising in Spanish, with ads specifically touting convenient deli offerings, demonstrates the supermarket’s outreach to Hispanics.

It Really Is The Cheese

Hispanics consume cheese as a part of the
traditional diet. And Latino taste in cheeses has
increasingly influenced the mainstream palate.
According to U.S. Department of Agriculture
figures from 2005, Hispanic cheese production
increased to 142 million pounds in 2004, up 65
percent since 1999.
Cream cheese is popular with Hispanics, but
so are Swiss, Cheddar and even American
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processed singles. Hispanics appreciate many
traditional cheeses, such as queso fresco (fresh
cheese), cotija and manchego. Larger bulk
packs of store- and value-brand cheeses Hispanics use are becoming more available at
retail, and this kind of large portion offering
makes sense for the segment.
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Incredible Eggs

Latinos love eggs — huevos in Spanish —
consuming them at over twice the rate of nonHispanics, according to data from Chicago, IL-
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based Information Resources,
Inc. (IRI/InfoScan). They cook
them in every imaginable way,
from Spanish-inspired tortilla
de huevo, quiche-like pies sold
in slices among Caribbean Hispanics, to Mexican breakfast
dishes, including tacos con
huevo, and dessert custards.
Flan (egg custard), one of the
better-known Latino desserts,
can be sold cold in cups or

Chart courtesy of LatinoLandia USA, Inc.
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trays, in flavors such as plain with caramelized
sugar syrup, coconut and raisin. Bread pudding
(pudín de pan) is also a popular dessert with lots
of eggs. Egg-based deli items prepared specifically with Latinos in mind are a very safe bet for
testing.

Lots Of Meat Protein

GOURMET EURO-MEX CUISINE

Corn Maiden Foods, Inc.
Handmade! • No Lard! • No Preservatives!
Corn Maiden Foods retail packs offer diversity and gourmet flare to
your current “grab-n-go” meal replacement section. Our products
are trans fat free with only the finest ingredients. We currently offer
tamales, flautas, empanadas, and burrito or
enchilada combo packs.
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To request samples and pricing, please contact
Jannette Webb at (310) 784-0400 ex. 157
Check us out at: www.cornmaidenfoods.com

Corn Maiden Foods, Inc.
24201 Frampton Ave.
Harbor City, CA 90710

IRI/InfoScan reports show Latinos indexing
very high for consumption of sausage (280),
meat (227), luncheon meats (152) and frozen
seafood (127). Hispanic dishes feature pork,
chicken, beef, goat and rabbit, a direct result of
the collision between the cooking of Spain and
that of indigenous cultures in Latin America.
In most high Hispanic penetration stores,
the deli already serves hot food by the pound,
including Latino recipes. On the East Coast,
items such as carne con papas (a Cuba beef
stew) and picadillo (Caribbean ground beef )
with rice and black beans are abundant. On the
West Coast, it could be carnitas (roast pork) or
pollo asado (spit-roasted chicken) with the
accompanying rice and beans. Arroz con pollo
(chicken and rice) could be served anywhere.
Delis in areas not considered Hispanic
should look carefully to gauge Latino traffic in
their stores, particularly those with a large number of construction and other blue-collar workers. Chances are good that many are Hispanic.
For working mothers, meal solutions could
feature heat-and-serve trays of traditional dishes, such as the previous items plus other Latino
foods such as tacos, enchiladas, tamales or
Cuban sandwiches, depending on the clientele.
Latinos live to eat, rather than eating to live.
Retailers seeking to boost deli business have a
potentially lucrative segment, eager to be
served more directly as their need for convenience increases. Finding out how to please Latino customers may be as close as talking to your
own staff or your frequent shoppers. If in
DB
doubt, get professional help, por favor.
Joe Albonetti is president of LatinoLandia USA, Inc., a
marketing firm in Irvine, CA. LatinoLandia USA helps
companies leverage the Hispanic market with integrated
communications programs, including strategic advertising, promotions, creative, media, PR and the Internet.

